Session 1: European Financial Geographies in Flux I
Chair: David Bassens

- Grandi & Citarella - *Internationalization of Italian banking system and foreign trade patterns of Italian SMEs: a co-development case study*
- Karreman - *Crisis in the Financial Periphery: Geographical Diversification of Multinational Banks across Central and Eastern Europe*
- Labrinidis et al. - *Banking Integration in the Eurozone -- An Uneven Process*
- Van Meeteren et al. - *Putting the crowbar in place: the building of a single EUropean financial space (1985-2008)*
- **Discussant:** Wojcik

Session 2: European Financial Geographies in Flux II
Chair: Reijer Hendrikse

- Pan - *The Geography and networks of Chinese banking activities in Europe*
- Sokol - *Financialising Eastern Europe: A Financial Chains Approach*
- Van Hamme & Medina-Lockhart - *An assessment of metropolitanization in the post-crisis period in Europe*
- Wojcik - *Investment banking centres since Lehman Brothers*
- **Discussant:** Susanne Heeg

Session 3 European Financial Geographies in Flux III
Chair: Michiel Van Meeteren

- Beaverstock - *BREXIT and the death of the City's global talent pool and financial networks*
- Engelen & Dörry - *Probing response strategies of networked elites to the newly politicised sweetheart deals in two key corporate tax transfer havens. The examples of Luxembourg and the Netherlands*
- Hall - *Respatialising elites: Chinese migration in London's international financial district*
- Waiengnier et al. - *Location strategies of advanced services in Brussels*
- **Discussant:** Martin Sokol

Session 4 European Financial Geographies in Flux IV
Chair: Susanne Heeg

- Bassens - *'The Apple-ization of Finance'? Reflections on the imminent FinTech 'revolution' in the financial industry*
- Fernandez & Hendrikse - *Unpacking the offshore backbone of global capital*
- Haerter et al. - *The Evolution of Financial Sector Lobbying in the EU*
- Knight, Wojcik, and O’Neill - *Visible Presence: how fintech firms internationalize*
- **Discussant:** Ewald Engelen